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Cambridge
The Hidden Musicians
Music-making in an English Town
RUTH FINNECAN
This fascinating study of local music in the
modern English town of Milton Keynes
documents and studies the activities of
groups such as the amateur classical
orchestras, church choirs, brass bands,
Gilbert and Sullivan societies, and the
musicians playing in the jazz, rock, folk,
and country and western traditions. Ruth
Finnegan's unique ethnography
demonstrates the active and continuing
role local part-time musicians and their
supporters play in modern urban society.
£35.00 net 0 52136066 8 416 pp.

Now in paperback

Music and Society
The Politics of Composition, Performance
and Reception
Edited by RICHARD LEPPERT and SUSAN
McCLARY
'Among the year's most stimulating
reading material.'

Nicholas Kenyon, The Observer

This is an important book, crowded . . .
with new ideas and arguments that
challenge our assumptions.'

Musical Times
£10.95 net Pb 0 52137977 6 224 pp.

Songsters and Saints
Vocal Traditions on Race Records
PAUL OLIVER
'Oliver is one of the few writers, black or
white, who has made sense of perhaps
the 20th century's most vibrant musical
form.' City Limits

'... this is almost virgin territory and Paul
Oliver has made some important
rediscoveries . . .' Blues Unlimited

'The range is comprehensive, the research
intensive and the illustrations excellent.'

The Daily Telegraph

' . . . a major contribution to black folklore
scholarship.'

The Times Literary Supplement
£30.00 net He 0 52124827 2 349 pp.
£7.50 net Pb 0 521 26942 3

The Cambridge Music Guide
Edited by STANLEY SADIE
with ALISON LATHAM
This comprehensive and richly illustrated
volume edited by Stanley Sadie, editor of
the New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, serves as an invaluable
introductory guide for students and all
wishing to extend their knowledge of
music.
£15.00 net 0 52125946 0 550 pp.
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